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BACKDRAFT

BACECSP

BACSOS

BACKDRAFT are the new high technology fire fighting goggles that are compact, high 
performance and comfortable. Fully sealed and able to withstand the most extreme conditions 
(heat and abrasion), BACKDRAFT provides safety and protection. With its double, high strength, 
fog resistant PLATINUM coating and its optional optical insert, BACKDRAFT is concentrated 
innovation.

   COMPACT, HIGH STRENGTH, 
ELASTOMER FRAME

    WITHSTANDS HIGH TEMPERATURES 
AND EXTREME CONDITIONS

                               (    ) COATING ON 
BOTH FACES INNER/OUTER

   DOUBLE SIDED POLYCARBONATE LENS

   COMFORT FOAM

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY FOR FIRE FIGHTING

TEMPERATURE RESISTANCE

Frame: between 100°C and 135°C

Lens: 135°C

Foam: 125°C 

Strap: 110°C
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CBACECSP BACSOS

3660740007294 3660740007911

3660740107291 3660740107918

3660740207298 3660740207915

BACKDRAFT
BACECSP 5-1,4  1 BT KN    EN166 3 4 5 BT  

BACSOS - - -

CHARACTERISTICS

LENSES

FRAME

TEMPLES

STRAP

FOAM

PACKAGING AND EAN 13 CODE

MODEL VERSIONS REFERENCES LENS MARKING FRAME MARKING COATINGS

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY FOR FIRE FIGHTING

Optical class symbols:

1. Continuous work

Mechanical strength symbols:

B.    Medium energy impact, resists a 6 mm, 0.86 g ball at 120 m/s.

T.    The letter T, immediately after the mechanical strength symbol, 
authorises use for high speed particles at extreme temperatures.

Others symbols:

K.     Resistance to surface damage by fi ne particles (optional)

N.     Resistance to fogging (optional)

  European standard   Manufacturer name

EN 166: guaranteed minimum resistance of the protective eyewear against 
everyday risks including dropping the protective eyewear onto the ground, 
ageing by light exposure, exposure to heat or corrosion etc.
3. Liquid droplets or splashes.

4. Large dust particles > 5 microns.

5. Gas and fine dust particles < 5 microns.

B.    Medium energy impact, resists a 6 mm, 0.86 g ball at 120 m/s.

T.    The letter T, immediately after the mechanical strength symbol, authorises 
use for high speed particles at extreme temperatures.
  European standard   Manufacturer name

Bollé Safety product approval certificates to CE standards will be 
sent on request.

LENS MARKING FRAME MARKING

TECHNOLOGY CLEANING AND STORAGE
CLEANING: The lenses should be cleaned regularly. Bollé Safety recommends only using 
the B-clean lens cleaning system.

MAINTENANCE: Pitted, scratched or damaged lenses must be replaced by replacing the 
complete product. If the frame is damaged also replace the complete product. After each 
use it is recommended to keep the spectacles or goggles in a microfiber pouch or rigid case.

STORAGE: All products must be stored in a dry and clean environment.

Sealed Anti-scratch/Anti-fog 

Optical insert

Individual plastic bag

Box of 5 safety goggles 
(50 optical inserts)

65 safety goggle per outer 
pack 

(600 optical inserts)

This innovating coating is an effective solution for 
all activities that alternate exposure to bright light 
and low light, while also being suitable for extreme 
hot and cold temperature environments. CSP is also 
combined with the exclusive PLATINUM coating that 
sustainably combats fogging.

The new exclusive scratch and fog 
resistant coating K and N certified 
PLATINUM guarantees even more 
safety, reliability and comfort. Washable 
(water and soap), this permanent 
coating applied on both sides of the 
lens makes it highly scratch resistant 
and durably delays the appearance of 
fogging.

PC - inside: 1,4 mm  
PC - outside: 2.2 mm 
curve 7C

TPU

NA

Nylon // non-flammable

SBR


